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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Starting an eBay Business, 2nd Edition (Complete Idiot's Guide to...(Computer))Alpha, 2008
The buck starts here! 

 eBay® is the Internet’s premier auction site and everyone’s favorite place to shop. It’s also the place to start a business and make money from the comfort of one’s home. Completely revised, this new edition will help readers create the eBay® business they...
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Innovation X: Why a Company's Toughest Problems Are Its Greatest AdvantageJossey-Bass, 2010

	A fresh approach to succeeding with innovation, grounded in insights about rapidly changing customers, competitors and technologies Written by a director at the award-winning global innovation firm frog design, this vital book shows business leaders and managers how to accomplish truly effective innovation in today's disruptive climate....
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Learning Java by Building Android Games - Explore Java Through Mobile Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Acquaint yourself with Java and object-oriented programming, from zero previous experience
	
		Build four cool games for your phone and tablet, from retro arcade-style games to memory and education games, and gain the knowledge to design and create your own games too
	
		Walk through...
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Microsoft Windows XP Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2001
Think you know Microsoft Windows inside out? Think again. 

For more than a decade, power users have obsessed over ways to make Windows  run faster, work smarter, and crash less often. Through books, magazine  articles, and the Web, Windows users have amassed huge collections of keyboard  shortcuts, registry hacks, elegant workarounds,...
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Succeeding with Object Databases: A Practical Look at Today's Implementations with Java and XMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
There is a definite need by many users and practitioners for documented case studies and examples that demonstrate the first-hand use of Object Data Management in realworld applications and systems. During the past few years, we have seen tremendous interest in Java. There has been an important shift from using Java just on the clientside to the...
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Suddenly in Charge: Managing Up, Managing Down, Succeeding All AroundNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2011


	In my twenty-five-year consulting practice with about half the

	Fortune 500 firms, and in coaching executives and entrepreneurs

	globally, I’ve found a fascinating phenomenon: not enough people

	prepare for success!





	They prepare for failure, disappointment, delay, and even cataclysm,

	but not necessarily for...
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CD-R/DVD Disc Recording DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
A-Z guide to data storage for video/audio pros.
For professionals and hobbyists alike, Lee Purcell's CD-R/DVD: Digital Recording to Optical Media is the first and last word on this subject. YouAEll find expert and thorough explanations of CD-R and DVD-RAM technology, including inhouse CD duplication, labeling and printing systems, and Web sites...
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Implementing SOA : Total Architecture in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2008
If you are an architect responsible for a service-oriented architecture (SOA) in an enterprise, you face many challenges. Whether intended or not, the architecture you create defines the structure of your enterprise at many different levels, from business processes down to data storage. It defines the boundaries between organizational units as well...
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Twitter Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2010

	The complete guide to a successful Twitter marketing campaign


	Twitter is a microblogging service that's changing the way we communicate. Marketers recognize its value, and Twitter Marketing: An Hour a Day offers marketers, advertisers, brand managers, PR professionals, and business owners an in-depth guide to designing,...
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Bulletproof Web Design: Improving flexibility and protecting against worst-case scenarios with XHTML and CSSNew Riders Publishing, 2005
No matter how visually appealing or packed with content your  Web site is, it isn't succeeding if it's not reaching the widest possible  audience. If you get this guide, you can be assured it will! By deconstructing a  series of real-world Web sites, author and Web designer extraordinaire Dan...
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Other Fronts, Other Wars?: First World War Studies on the Eve of the Centennial (History of Warfare)Brill Academic Publishers, 2014

	Society for First World War Studies. It is a selection of papers from a conference held in Innsbruck in late September 2011.

	

	The society began as a small-scale attempt to bring together an international group of postgraduate and postdoctoral students who work on the First World War in 2001. Over the years, the habit developed...
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Growing Object-Oriented Software, Guided by TestsAddison Wesley, 2009
Test-Driven Development (TDD) is now an established technique for delivering better software faster. TDD is based on a simple idea: Write tests for your code before you write the code itself. However, this "simple" idea takes skill and judgment to do well. Now there's a practical guide to TDD that takes you beyond...
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